
ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM FOURTH QUARTER 2017

ISSUE:  YOUTH PROGRAMMING

10/07/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. He spoke to 
Alejandro Villanueva, who served as a captain in the US Army, was decorated with the 
Bronze Star, and is an offensive lineman for the Pittsburgh Steelers. Villanueva talks 
about his unconventional path to the NFL and what inspires him in his everyday life. 

10/21/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. This week's guest 
is former NFL Player Zac Woodfin. Ron chats with Zac about his journey to the NFL and 
why his faith carried him through the challenges of life on and off the gridiron!

11/11/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. This week Ron 
visits with professional racquetball player Rocky Carson. Ron talks with the World 
Champion about his rise on the International Racquetball Tour and why faith guides him 
on and off the court!

11/18/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. This week, Ron 
visits with Atlanta Falcon's Special Teams coach Eric Sutulovich. Eric discusses his 
path to coaching in the NFL and why he embraces the Catholic Faith!

11/25/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. This week’s guest 
is Patrick Steenberge, a former Notre Dame QB, who now operates Global Football. 
The former Irish QB talks about his work bringing football abroad and how faith and 
goodwill are part of the Global Football experience!



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM FOURTH QUARTER 2017

ISSUE:  FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS

10/07/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked to a woman whose adult son is struggling with 
addiction.

10/21/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she advised listeners to take good care of their physical, 
mental and spiritual health so that they can be the best they can be for others.

11/11/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she advises a woman against living with her boyfriend 
before marriage.

11/25/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she discusses what things make people unhappy with their 
lives during the holidays.

12/9/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she speaks with guest Diane Houdek about ways to prepare 
for a peaceful Christmas among life’s challenges.

12/23/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she advises a woman who is having troubled relationships 
with her family members. 



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM FOURTH QUARTER 2017

ISSUE:  HEALTH

10/18/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. He talked to a lady about 
her brother who is in a vegetative state.

10/30/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he talked 
to a man about dealing with meddling and critical in-laws.

11/7/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he helps 
a woman who recently separated from her husband of 25 years because of his mental 
health issues.

11/22/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he offers 
advice for dealing with causes of stress from family members around the holidays.

12/12/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he helps 
a gentleman whose wife is a “know-it-all” who does not let anyone else speak and 
reacts negatively when challenged.

12/21/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he 
discusses various practical problems Mary and Joseph may have had to deal with when 
Jesus was born.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM FOURTH QUARTER 2017

ISSUE:  EDUCATIONAL

10/05/17 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke to CNBC 
economist Larry Kudlow about the Trump tax reform plan.

10/26/17 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke to FR. 
GERALD MURRAY, canon lawyer and priest of the Archdiocese of New York and 
ROBERT ROYAL, editor-in-chief of The Catholic Thing, about Pope Francis' recent 
"clarification" of his papal teaching on the liturgy, Magnum Principium.

11/16/17 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke to DR. 
FRED HIEBERT, archaeologist-in-residence at National Geographic and COREY 
JASKOLSKI, engineer and National Geographic Fellow on NatGeo's TOMB OF 
CHRIST: THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE EXPERIENCE now showing at 
the National Geographic Museum in Washington, DC.

11/23/17 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke to CARLA 
HAYDEN, the 14th Librarian of Congress at the Library of Congress here in 
Washington, DC talks about the various collections housed at the world's largest library.

12/7/17 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke to DR. 
WALID PHARES, foreign policy and Middle East expert on the Trump administration's 
decision to recognize Jerusalem as the capital of the State of Israel and how the 
decision may affect the Israeli-Palestinian peace process.

12/21/17 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Former RNC Chairman 
MICHAEL STEELE joins Raymond with analysis of the latest from Washington D.C. 
Alabama elects a Democrat to the US Senate, the credibility of the Muller investigation 
takes a new hit, and there are new calls for the president to resign.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM FOURTH QUARTER 2017

ISSUE:  PUBLIC INTEREST

10/08/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Grzegorz Gorny and 
Janusz Rosikon who explore the continued relevance of the message of Fatima in 
"Fatima Mysteries: Mary's Message to the Modern Age" and a pilgrimage to Mexico City 
in "Guadalupe Mysteries: Deciphering the Code."

10/15/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Edward Sri's whose book, 
"Who Am I To Judge?: Responding to Relativism with Logic and Love" examines the 
classical view of morality, encouraging Catholics to compassionately speak the truth 
and engage relativism.

11/12/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. This episode: Johnnette Benkovic's 
"Graceful Living: Meditations to Help You Grow Closer to God Day by Day" offers daily 
pearls of wisdom from saints and spiritual masters that encourage prayer and reflection.

11/26/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. This episode: Sr. John Dominic and the 
Dominican Sisters of Mary, Mother of the Eucharist share the "Education in Virtue 
Starter Kit" for catechesis; AimHigher Recordings offers the Dominican Sisters' new 
Christmas album.

12/7/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. This episode: Frederick W. Marks shares 
his apologetics experience and advice for evangelizing in "Confessions of a Catholic 
Street Evangelist"; Thomas Nash's "What Did Jesus Do?" argues for the relevance of 
Jesus and his Church.

12/17/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. This episode: Carl Olson's "Called to Be 
the Children of God" gathers the works of 14 Catholic scholars to examine and explain 
the process of deification; Olson considers the evidence for the Resurrection in "Did 
Jesus Really Rise from the Dead?"


